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Own your farmhouse in the midst of a coffee estate at the 
foothills of Western Ghats!



WELCOME TO THE DENEKERE HOMES!
Call it the gateway to heaven or an architectural wonder, Denekere, the 
Bali styled Farmhouse project in Sakleshpur compliments the beauty of 
its natural surroundings and is a sublime offering. Sensitively nurtured 
and shared with those seeking extraordinary experiences, it’s your 
exotic home away from home (The project consists exclusively of Bali 
styled villas only).

Vibez is all set to make it a reality worth living! In farmland, farmhouse 
is built inside coffee plantations. The size of these houses ranges from 
of 6,500sqft and 10,000sqft. Along with it world class amenities for 
your utilization. This is the prime reason for soaring farmhouse for sale 
in sakleshpur.

ENRICHING ONE’S SELF
A farmhouse is a kind of house, built-in farmland, or surrounded by a 
landscaped garden. These are built away from the city limits where one 
can go and spend time in the lap of nature.

It can be designed in any manner. Merely traditional or in a modern way. 
No matter how it is designed but care is taken that an agricultural or 
rural flavor is added to it. The farmhouse is not only built for residential 
purposes, but it is also being used commercially for earning profit. That 
is, the owners when they are not using it they can give it for rent and 
earn profit from it.

Denekere Homes is a hidden refuge that draws strength and serenity 
from its extraordinary surroundings. Eco friendly materials, Balinese 
themed pieces, lotus ponds, and airy portico provides one a rejuvenating, 
peaceful and authentic feel that this is Bali. Vibez Estates is a pioneer 
in the field of construction and farmhouse for sale in Sakleshpur and 
Maintaining it for its Elite Customers.

“Ownership is Yours,  
  Workmanship is Ours”



A LITTLE ABOUT SAKLESHPUR
Sakleshpur is one of the fascinating hill station in the Hassan District 
of Karnataka. While it is known for its scenic beauty and lush green 
surroundings, it is also a base of fertile land that is perfect for cultivating 
coffee. While you are planning to invest in our Denekere Homes, we 
are going to take you through some other highlights of investing with 
us. Sakleshpur is one of the beautiful places in the state of Karnataka 
that is well-connected with all the major cities and is a perfect place 
for someone to build a farmhouse for a family getaway. While you are 
looking at highlights of Sakleshpur, let’s talk about the different places 
to visit in Sakleshpur. Some of these places are – Kukke Subrahmanya 
Temple, Dharmastala, Manjarabad Fort, Sakleshpur Temple, and Agni 
Gudda. All this combines, adds on to the package of you investing in 
Denekere Homes.

BREATHTAKING INTERIOR
Large inviting beds fronted by floor to ceiling windows giving one a 
panoramic view of the pristine surroundings. The bathrooms with walk-
in showers and frosted glass give sweeping views of the canopy.

“You are Safe
You are With         

      V i b e z  ! ”



THE AGRI-BUSINESS ADVANTAGES
Agriculture is the world’s most essential industry. Thus, it’s time to think about rural 

entrepreneurship. So we offer you the golden opportunity with the best advantages.

THE ANANTARA FARMHOUSE WITH
PRE-PLANTED COFFEE BEANS



INVESTMENT
“That You Can Enjoy For
The Rest Of Your Life”

LOCATION ADVANTAGES



We want to provide a safe heaven from Polluted air, 
water, and mind-numbing noise, as well as protection 

from the various infectious diseases that are on the rise

“You are Safe - You are With Vibez !”
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